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THUS SAITH THE MOST HIGH!

4378    ""The demons who infest the soul are likened unto the poor:  Lo, you have them always among you.  And the 
demon-possessed are demon-possessed even as the poor are poor, because they turn not from the abominations and 
ignorances of their fathers.""

CHAPTER THIRTY-SIX
THE GRAND PLAN OF TOTAL GLOBAL ENSLAVEMENT
FROM ENSLAVEMENT TO ARMAGEDDON

4379    (1974) Once the One World Government has its greedy clutches on Europe and the better part of all western 
countries' economies, including mideast oil supplies and African mineral reserves, things will take a decided turn for 
the worse!  A quick list is about on this order, when the time comes:
4380    Russia needs manpower out the kazoo to develop what natural resources there are, mostly under Siberian snow 
and perma-ice!  And Russia can't even raise proper hell, let alone sufficient food!  Their economy is shot, as are all 
other communist/marxist governments, including Mexico and most countries in Central and South America for the 
same (socialist) reason.
4381    China has scads of man/woman power, most of which exists on the outermost edge of starvation!  China trades 
Russia body power for firepower!  China uses firepower and excess body power to take India's excess food supplies!
4382    Excess food supplies?
4383    In India?  Are you kidding?!
4384    Nope.  Each year nearly ten million cattle are permitted to starve to death because some Indian religions forbid 
killing cattle, although there is no law against letting them die of starvation, snake bite, or any other cause; just don't 
hurt that sacred cow!  Eating it is totally unthinkable!
4385    China has no such regard for Ole' Jerse, and in fact finds beef quite tasty, not to mention nutritious!  So do 
Russians!
4386    Bangladesh, India, Pakistan and Iran will be the last four dominoes in China's westward-ever-western 
communist domination as Thailand and Burma couldn't stop a case of diarrhea let alone communist infiltration!

4387    [INSERT:  All the communists, all the fascists, and all the socialists (especially those disguised as Rhodes 
Scholars) are hell bent on being the LEADER of the One World Government in its Grand Plan of TOTAL Global 
Enslavement.  China would like to lead that parade, as would all the kak-jews of the House of Judah and Babylonian 
Bastards of the Roman Empire under its own disguise as the Catholic Church at the Vatican.  All the communists, 
fascists and socialists will have to take whatever part of the crumbs are available, even if by 'administration' rather than 
a shooting war of conquest.  And thus may be the nature of eventual domination of Bangladesh, India, Pakistan and 
Iran by China, and all of it "energy driven" in the early stages.
4388    Paper, politics or powder and shot, enslavement under any disguise is STILL enslavement.]

4389    Now, all this isn't lost on the Bastards of Babylon and the House of Judah.  They already know Syria and Iraq 
are in the Russian fold and will remain as dictatorships for years to come.  Turkey couldn't whip dung with an egg 
beater even if she is hailed as a great power for a season during her years of 'usefulness' of monetary exchange toward 
total religious unification.  (Yipes!  Christian, Jew and Muslim in ONE religion?!  Don't hold your breath; it's never 
going to happen because the leaders of all want the TOTAL leadership over all!) And with the fall of India, Iran and 
Iraq will last about as long as a politician's promise!  They're already being 'westernized' in preparation for the shift.
4390    The goal?
4391    Arabian oil!  To be sure, but that's not all!  Oil isn't worth a damn unless you have something to use it for!  
Like transporting and processing the mineral wealth of Africa!
4392    Russian mineral reserves will be reserved insofar as possible; and China really doesn't have as much as 
predicted!
4393    But Africa does!
4394    Africa has virtually every mineral known to mankind, most of which remains untouched!  The plan for Africa is 
well advanced, ultimately ending in a socialist cum communist government in South Africa and socialist cum marxist 
civil wars all over the rest of the continent as diversions from the coming One World Government takeover!
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4395    And yes!  The Babylonian Bastards want every god-damned speck of it!  All the House of Judah wants is 
exactly the same thing, all of it!  Money, wealth, power and slaves.
4396    In such dangerous times, time itself becomes a major commodity!  With Chinese communists bearing down on 
mideast oil and mideast territory, that One World Government who couldn't lure Far Eastern, Southeast Asian or Asian 
religions into their global-controlling trap is now running out of time!  If the mideast petroleum and territories fall into 
China's communist hands, all hope of global domination by Rome is suddenly out of the question!  If it falls into 
Roman hands, the House of Judah's hope of global domination is equally flushed down the drain.
4397    Time is of the essence; and those know-too-much Akurians are keeping English-speaking nations from totally 
joining the One World Government fold!
4398    The socialists in those governments are spending as much money as they can extort from the taxpayers, 
manpower and logistics trying to 'convert' Great Resource Citizenry into permitting their 'governments' to join their 
One World Government, all of which are 'desperately-needed-in-the-middle-east-to-resist-those-westward-moving-
communists' under the disguise of stealing the oil reserves there!  Any pretense will do.

FROM ENSLAVEMENT TO ARMAGEDDON

4399    PETRONIUS:  "You:  take an ultimatum to the United States' President, United Kingdom's, Canada's and 
Australia's Prime Ministers, Either you will deliver your respective governments to the New World Order of One 
World Government by September 1st, next, or we, the god incarnates, personally guarantee that you and yours will be 
present at Ground Zeroes and we don't mean 'maybe'!
4400    "Wait for an answer."
4401    Now, just ask yourself, "Just what would have happened had that ultimatum been delivered to Lyndon Banes 
Johnson, Richard M. Nixon, Gerald R. Ford, James Earl Carter, Ronald Wilson Reagan, William Jefferson Clinton, 
either of the George Bushs and whatever slimebrained socialist puppet is next?  Or perhaps George McGovern, 
Thomas P. "Tip" O'Neal, or Walter F. Mondale, John Forbes Kerry?  And a few thousand others like Jane Fonda, 
Howard Hessman, Ed Asner, David Rockefeller, or Henry Kissinger?"  Just to name a few!
4402    And how will those traitors and those to follow them deliver the nations?
4403    The process is far simpler than one would imagine.  The Fail-Safe System not only has a Presidential stop 
capability, which prevents local Commanders from targeting or firing ICBMs and SAC bomber crews from arming 
their nuclear weapons:
4404    It has a total override capability!  Denials to the contrary be damned!
4405    With the football and some other very special equipment, each and every missile, even those in submarines at 
sea, can be retargeted and launched by whoever has that override access and over local Commander's heads if 
necessary!  The President is the only totally authorized access in this country!  And there is a duplicate backup unit that 
stays with the Vice President.
4406    Unless you can show us "personalized incoming missile detectors" that also have "launch origination" 
capabilities, the citizens at Ground Zeroes will not even know their Death Warrants have been launched by their own 
'government', and those who 'survive' will suspect the Russians or whoever is on our 'enemy' list at the moment.
4407    Nice people, these god-damned One World Government socialists!
4408    The Enslaver consists of several conspiratorial entities all working hand in hand to the exact, same ultimate 
end:  The Grand Plan of TOTAL Global Enslavement!
4409    Once enslavement of the citizenry is achieved by respective governments – mainly through economic 
strangulation, which was attempted by contrived shortages beginning in 1973 and damned near succeeded since the 
effects are still with us – those 'government leaders' will join the One World Government just to survive intact!
4410    PETRONIUS:  "(Oh, slime) . . . On-behalf-of-the-citizens . . . (slither)"
4411    While local 'government leaders' are bought-and-paid-for to economically strangle their own citizens, 
enforcing laws and legislations to guarantee and retain a TOTALLY DISARMED and PROGRAMMED IGNORANT 
generation; the One World Government is manipulating global affairs to do exactly the same thing to entire nations!
4412    That's why the various socialist moves to:  Standardize everything to the metric system!
4413    Standardize all scientific computer languages!
4414    Standardize all international finance computer languages (the Kak-Jews love that one)!
4415    Standardize all highway and traffic signals!
4416    Standardize all radio and television communications signals!
4417    Standardize all international communications signals!
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4418    Force an 'international language'!
4419    Force establishment of a Eurocom Parliament (with its own monetary system)!

4420    [INSERT:  That's right.  The Euro, predicted decades ago!]

4421    Force a One World 'court'!
4422    And under any guise whatsoever, deprive the citizen of accurate information!
4423    Deprive the citizen of local governmental control!
4424    Deprive the citizen of freedom of choice!
4425    Deprive the citizen of freedom, period!
4426    And most important of all:  Deprive the citizen of the means to resist!
4427    You guessed it!
4428    Gun registration and gun control!  Even if by 'permit'.
4429    But there's trouble in paradise.  Not only are the current Catholic dominated One Worlders in a mad hog rush 
to control the entire planet, so are the communists under the House of Judah!  Neither one have any qualms about 
using each other, or each other's tactics when it serves their purpose.  But make no mistake:  they are mortal enemies!
4430        And not on 'religious' or 'idealogical' grounds!  MONEY is one hell of a lot thicker than their politics, and 
money buys POWER!  Especially POLITICAL POWER!
4431    It's just that they both want total global control!  Money, Power, People, everything.  And they both are equally 
hell-bent on having it!  Regardless of how many they have to murder to get it!
4432    Permit an example of fact:
4433    Over the past several years since the end of World War II in 1945, Japan has become a major manufacturing 
power, not only on House of Judah via Rockefeller money and support, but also with various economic and trade 
agreements of which the Japanese-Australian agreement is classic.  Without citing chapter and verse, that Japanese-
Australian agreement has so entangled the Japanese and Australian economies that the failure of either economy 
ensures the failure of both!
4434    And now this god-damned Rockefeller Tri-Lateral Commission wants to force the United States, United 
Kingdom and Japan into exactly the same legal economic agreement!  Why do you think there was so much hell raised 
over Alaskan oil and the Alaskan pipeline?  Because that oil wasn't to remedy United States 'shortages'!  It was to be 
traded to Japan!  Reputedly, because it was cheaper than shipment to the east coast!
4435    And when the 'oil scam' didn't work, and the 'shortage scam' didn't work, then the bastards attempted to attain a 
stranglehold on strategic metals and minerals!  Gold, silver, platinum, copper, and chromium among them!  That scam 
is still in progress; that's why our pennies are now copper plated rather than solid copper as they have been for years, 
except 1943, when they were made of unplated zinc!
4436    That's also the real purposes behind all those 'resistances' against many pro-western African governments under 
the guise of 'apartheid', 'human rights', and any other damnable but grand-sounding socialist excuse!  These tactics 
have no other purpose than to force those nations into an economic situation where the Catholic and Jew dominated 
One Worlders can gain a stranglehold control over both their internal political affairs and their strategic minerals right 
down to production and processing as well as any and all global markets!
4437    Although not mentioned herein, no strategic mineral is exempted from this global stranglehold attempt!  Just 
because we haven't mentioned a specific metal or mineral doesn't mean for one damned instant that it isn't a target of 
this global scam attempt!
4438    And there you have it.  At least in outline form.  It would take tons of paper to document all the treasons and 
atrocities, but at least now you know the paint behind which the traitors hide!
4439    And what do you, the individual do about it?
4440    Just keep reading.  We cover that too!

THUS SAITH THE MOST HIGH!

4441    ""Though My Sons come to present themselves before Me, none ventures into My Presence without fear and 
trembling.
4442    ""For I am not a God of weakness, nor a God of any toleration of any violation of My Own Holy Law.""
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